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Why Revise the

Manti-La Sal National Forest Plan?
As responsible stewards of the Manti-La Sal National Forest, we must adapt management
of the Forest to changing communities and to existing social and economic conditions,
as well as to how we use the land and its resources. It’s a different world than it was
31 years ago when the last Forest Plan was finalized. New scientific information, land
management laws, and land management experiences and knowledge are now available
for us to benefit from and to consider as we move forward in the planning process. We
will adaptively manage under the Revised Forest Plan and work collaboratively with our
public, stakeholders, and others to ensure the sustainability of the Forest for the benefit of
present and future generations.

FOREST SERVICE 2012 PLANNING RULE
The 2012 Planning Rule guides the Forest Service as we work collaboratively to create
science-based land management plans for our national forests and grasslands. The Rule
provides us with a path to achieve integrated resource management and to effectively
adapt to the changing conditions on the lands where we live, play, and work. The
Planning Rule takes us through three phases: assessing current conditions and trends,
revising the forest plan, and monitoring the effectiveness of the plan.

“Plans must be simple and flexible”.
—George S. Patton, US Army General, 1885–1945

Assessed existing ecological conditions and social
and economic aspects and trends.

2017
Consider the need to change, draft a proposed
action, and issue a notice of intent. Review public
comments. Develop and publish a draft Forest Plan.
Review public comments and revise the draft Forest
Plan. Responsible Official approves draft Forest Plan.

2018
Determine scope of the issues to address during
environmental analysis. Identify a range of
alternative management actions and prepare and
publish a draft environmental impact statement.

2019
Review public comments and develop a final
environmental impact statement and proposed draft
Decision, and issue a notice of availability.

2020
Issue a final Record of Decision and notice of the
approved Forest Plan.

Assessment Number and Topic

Topic Title Used in the Report

1. Terrestrial ecosystems, aquatic ecosystems, and watersheds
2. Air, soil, and water resources and quality
3. System drivers, including dominant ecological processes,
disturbance regimes, and stressors, such as natural succession,
wildland fire, invasive species, and climate change; and the ability of
terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems on the plan area to adapt to change
4. Baseline assessment of carbon stocks

TERRESTRIAL AND AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS—Watersheds and
Water, Riparian, Air, Soil

5. Threatened, endangered, proposed and candidate species, and
potential species of conservation concern present in the plan area
6. Social, cultural, and economic conditions
7. Benefits people obtain from the planning area (ecosystem services)
8. Multiple uses and their contributions to local, regional, and national
economies
9. Recreation settings, opportunities and access, and scenic character

At-risk Species

10. Renewable and nonrenewable energy and mineral resources

Mineral Resources and Renewable and Nonrenewable Energy

Stressors and Drivers

Carbon Stocks

Forest Contributions to Cultural, Social, and Economic Conditions
and Benefits People Obtain from the Forest

Recreation Settings, Opportunities, Access, and Scenic Character

11. Infrastructure (recreational facilities and transportation and utility Infrastructure - Transportation, Utility Corridors, Facilities
corridors)
12. Areas of tribal importance
Areas of Tribal Importance
13. Cultural and historic resources and uses

Cultural and Historical Resources and Uses

14. Land status and ownership, use, and access patterns

Land Ownership, Status, and Use Patterns

15. Existing designated areas located in the plan area including
wilderness and wild and scenic rivers and potential need and
opportunity for additional designated areas.

Wilderness and Other Designated Areas

The Assessment Phase
Under the Planning Rule, assessing existing economic, social, and
natural resource conditions and trends in and around the Forest happens
rapidly and in a focused way. During this phase of planning, we gathered
information about existing conditions and trends for 15 assessment topics.
The result was an Assessment Report that we published in 2017. This
publication summarizes key findings from the Assessment Report.
During the assessment phase, we depended on the public, state, local
and other federal agencies, and Tribal governments to help inform the
effort. We gathered the most accurate, reliable, and relevant scientific
information to evaluate conditions, trends, and risks. The assessment
doesn’t include decisions about how the Forest will be managed. Instead,
it was an opportunity for us to gather information about the types of
things that will be considered and addressed during the next step of the
planning process—plan revision.

“The future belongs to those who prepare for it”.
—Ralph Waldo Emerson, US Essayist, 1803–82

The Manti-La Sal National Forest
Uses of and visions for the future of the Manti-La Sal National Forest are as diverse as the Forest’s
geographic landscapes. The Forest contributes to economic activity by providing recreational opportunities,
timber, energy and minerals, and livestock grazing. Providing clean air and water, opportunities to build
relationships with nature, and preserving cultural and natural treasures for future generations are all
benefits people obtain from the Forest.
Located in central and southeastern Utah and western Colorado, the 1.4 million acres of the Manti-La Sal
National Forest cross 10 counties, and are divided into three physiographic regions—the Manti Division,
this Division includes both the Sanpete and Ferron-Price Ranger Districts, the La Sal Division at Moab, and
the La Sal Division at Monticello. The Moab-Monticello Ranger District encompasses both of the La Sal
Divisions. The Manti Division, at 5,000 to 10,000 feet in elevation, is part of the remnant Wasatch Plateau
where visitors enjoy spectacular high elevation lakes, diverse vegetation, and areas of scenic and geologic
interest. In the La Sal Division at Moab, mountain peaks up to 13,000-feet high, steep-walled canyons,
and dense forests add climatic and scenic contrast to the red-rock landscape of Arches and Canyonlands
National Parks. The timbered slopes of La Sal Division-Monticello, with an abundance of pictographs,
petroglyphs, and stone dwellings, provide a backdrop to the power of water evidenced in the landscapes of
Natural Bridges National Monument.

“Perhaps the rebuilding of the body and spirit is the
greatest service derivable from our forests, for what
worth are material things if we lose the character
and quality of people that are the soul of America”.
—Arthur Carhart,
Forest Service’s first Landscape Architect (1919),
1892–1978

North and South Zones

Public Participation
Fostering greater recognition and discussion of issues, looking for common objectives and solutions, and finding opportunities
to integrate management across landscapes are strongly held Forest Service values. To gain a better understanding of the
needs and benefits that the Manti-La Sal National Forest provides to our publics, we engaged with a diverse set of stakeholders
including the general public, tribes, user groups, non-governmental organizations, low-income and rural populations, local and
state governments, and permittees and lessees. The information shared covered a wide spectrum of thoughts, opinions, ideas,
and concerns, and participants showed a sincere commitment to fully engage with us in revision of the Forest Plan.
A record 415 people came to the 14 open houses and two workshops that we held between July and November 2016. At these
gatherings we listened to attendees who shared their knowledge and provided their insights about the issues, trends and
resources that matter most to them.

What We Heard
During public events, we shared a list of the 15 assessment topic areas to provide a way to
focus comments by resource area. Attendees told us that travel management, recreation,
grazing, wildlife, and watersheds were the resources of greatest interest. And many of you,
particularly those from local communities, recognized how management of the Forest
affects the local economy. In coordination with the tribes, cultural resources and access to
the Forest for tribal uses is of great importance.
The diverse uses of the Manti-La Sal National Forest, are both a challenge and an
opportunity. For instance, users groups are often polarized about what they each see as
appropriate management actions. But these and other differing perspectives present an
opportunity for us and for Forest users to work together to create a dynamic Forest Plan
that meets the needs of multiple uses as well as those of the surrounding communities.
While public comments were divided on topics such as climate change, fire, grazing,
Wilderness and other special designations, there were a few notable areas of concurrence,
such as a general appreciation for the social and economic importance of the Forest. While
there are many disagreements on how the Forest should be managed, there was a general
sentiment that the ultimate goal of land management should be to conserve the Forest for
the use and enjoyment by current and future generations.
The above graphic represents a compilation of values about the Manti-La Sal National Forest
expressed by people at several public workshops.

“The Forest Service has always relied on people who love their
national forests to step up and help manage them—to care for
these resources of theirs—to help serve the people who use them”.
—Tom Tidwell, current Chief of the Forest Service

Assessing Ecosystems and Watersheds
Learning from the Past, Living in the Present, Looking into the Future
Terrestrial Ecosystems
Within the vast landscapes of the Manti-La Sal National Forest
there are forests of spruce-fir, aspen, and mixed conifer, as well as
woodlands.

Spruce-fir communities, with Engelmann spruce, subalpine fir, and scattered clumps of
aspen, are found on about 55,000 acres of the Forest, mostly at the high elevations of
the Wasatch Plateau. During the late 1990s, the Plateau was the scene of a widespread
spruce beetle epidemic that killed much of the Engelmann spruce. Although by 2010 most
of the damage from the beetle was done, the forests will still be dominated by subalpine
fir for many decades due to the limited amount of Engelmann spruce seeds available for
regeneration.
Aspen is widely distributed across the Forest. Aspen clones, ranging in age from 60 to 150
years, are valued for their beauty, habitat diversity, importance to browsing wildlife, and
hydrologic benefits. Conifer encroachment, past and present fire suppression, grazing, and
drought are affecting aspen stands throughout central Utah, including on Forest lands.
These trends, along with aspen die-back associated with a changing climate, may continue
to affect this important forest type.
Mixed conifer communities—primarily Douglas-fir, white fir, blue spruce, and limber
pine—grow on the Forest’s drier sites. Douglas-fir forests dominate the east side of the
Manti Division as well as the La Sal Division, while white fir forests are often found on
the west side of the Manti Division. More than 50 percent the mixed conifer acres are
considered to be overly dense, and have high fuel loads. During the past several decades,
the health of these stands has been significantly impacted by epidemics of both western
spruce budworm and Douglas fir beetle.
Woodland communities are dominated by pinyon pine as well as both Utah and Rocky
Mountain juniper. Pinyon-juniper woodlands cover 21 percent of the Forest. Pinyon pine is

generally more abundant in stands at middle elevations, while at lower elevations juniper
dominates. A wide variety of migratory bird species rely on pinyon-juniper habitats. In
many areas, woodland communities have encroached upon sagebrush, desert shrub, and
mountain brush communities.
Perennial forbs and grasslands are present on about 6 percent (or about 8,000 acres) of the
Forest at elevations from 8,500 to 11,500 feet. Although they make up a relatively small
amount of the Forest, forb and grassland communities provide an important source of food
for livestock as well as habitat for wildlife. They also help to maintain water quality and
stabilize soils.
Sagebrush communities, which include native grasses and forbs, cover about 7 percent
of the Forest and are most commonly found at lower elevations. This community is
important for greater sage-grouse, mule deer, rocky mountain elk, and many songbirds.
Fire suppression, climate change, and historic overgrazing by livestock are responsible for
the expansion of pinyon juniper into sagebrush communities on the Forest. In addition, the
diversity of native grasses has declined as introduced and invasive grasses have increased
in density and productivity.
Mountain brush communities, a mix of mountain mahogany, manzanita, mountain maple,
oak brush, and high-low-salt desert shrubs, grow on 370,000 acres or 26 percent of the
Forest. Most often seen between 5,000 and 9,500 feet in elevation, this community is
home to a diversity of forbs and grasses that are used by wildlife year-round. Mountain
brush communities have increased in height, density, and extent on the Forest, likely due
to an absence of fire combined with reduced livestock grazing since the mid-1900s.
There are alpine communities above treeline in the La Sal Mountains that have mostly
herbaceous or shrubby vegetation. The alpine community above 11,000 feet represents
about 0.6 percent or about 1,400 acres of the Forest. Pika and black-rosy finch, along with

an array of unique plants, are well adapted to the harsh alpine environment. Average ground cover, an
important indicator of alpine community condition, is about 75 percent on the Forest.
Barren rock communities, outcrops and ledges, cover about 74,000 acres on the Forest. The area along the
eastern boundary of the Manti Division has the most barren rock communities, which are important habitat
for one of the largest populations of nesting golden eagles in the Western United States.
Rangelands and alpine areas where forbs, grasses, sagebrush, and mountain
brush grow and barren rock areas with dramatic outcroppings and ledges
are also part of the non-forested landscapes on the Manti-La Sal National
Forest.

Rangelands are lands that are producing, or capable of producing, native forage for grazing and browsing
animals, and lands that have been revegetated naturally or artificially to provide forage. On the Forest, there
are about 879,000 acres that are capable of supporting grazing. Desirable plant species and ground cover
have increased on rangelands during the past 30 years. There are, however, approximately 16,000 acres of
noxious weed infestations on the Forest, as well as a number of areas where shrub cover is greater than what
we want

Stressors and Drivers
In the Assessment Report, we evaluated things like wildfire,
natural vegetation succession, and landslides and geologic
hazards that could impact key characteristics of the Forest’s
ecosystems and watersheds. We also assessed how climate
change, insects and diseases, and recreation could stress
ecosystems and impact social and economic conditions. Below
is a snapshot of two topics that are detailed in the Assessment
Report.

Climate

Based on decades of research, the Earth’s climate warmed
rapidly during the 20th century, and it’s expected that we’ll
continue to experience a warmer climate into the future.
Managing the impacts of climate change on ecosystems on the
Forest is about managing risk. The Assessment Report identifies
the current state of Forest ecosystems, in consideration of
changing climates, so we can better manage for future risks.

Wildfire

Since the mid-1980s, due to climate change and impacts
from previous land use, we’ve been experiencing bigger
wildfires that last longer, and wildfire seasons spanning
more months than in the past. Hot temperatures, low
humidity, and low fuel moisture dominate summertime
weather, and thunderstorms that start fires are happening
as early as May. Management strategies, such as fire
suppression and limited fuel treatments, have contributed
to Forest conditions that encourage high-severity fires.
A changing climate, fuels build up, values at risk, and
human-caused fire starts must be considered when
managing wildfire on the Forest.

Aquatic Ecosystems
Aquatic ecosystems—watersheds, water, and riparian habitat—
represent only 1 percent of the total acreage on the Forest, but
roughly 75 percent of all reptile, amphibian, mammal, and bird
species in the Colorado Plateau region use these habitats for food,
water, cover, or as migration routes.

Aquatic habitats within the Forest consist of 680 miles of streams and 1,765 acres of lakes
and reservoirs. Riparian areas are the richest habitat type in terms of species diversity and
wildlife abundance. The well being and continued survival of a variety of fish, amphibians,
aquatic macroinvertebrates, reptiles as well as many terrestrial species depend on these
habitats. Grazing, roads, recreation, invasive plants, water developments, and drought all
impact aquatic habitats.
Water use within the Forest boundaries includes domestic, municipal, irrigation, and stock
watering—at least 34 communities depend on the Forest as their source of water. There
are 21 reservoirs on the Forest and two power plants near the Forest that withdraw more
than 2 million gallons per day from Forest watersheds.
Watershed restoration efforts started in 1903 when the Forest was established and
continue today. There are 111 6th-level watersheds within the Forest; of these 93 are
designated as Class 1 watersheds and 18 as Class 2 watersheds. Class 1 watersheds function
properly, while Class 2 watersheds are degraded and Class 3 watersheds are impaired. In
2016, 102 watersheds on the Forest were rated as having good or fair water quality, and 18
were rated as degraded.
Early runoff, lower summer flows, reduced total-water yield, and increased flood risk
during the past 30 years has altered water quantity on the Forest. The combination of
improved land management practices and best management practices have helped
improved watershed condition since the late 1800s. However, aquatic habitats and
vegetation communities will continue to change, which may affect evapotranspiration,
impact flows, and contribute to drying soils. These changes may increase demands on the
Forest’s limited water resources.

“I like to hear the sounds of creeks, dams, ditches, lakes,
ponds, and watersheds shouting in early Spring, as they
welcome the inflow of waters rushing from the mountains
and hills, after a long winter’s snow fall.”
– Curtis Johnson

Air Quality
“Forests are the lungs of our land, purifying the air
and giving fresh strength to our people”.
– Franklin D. Roosevelt

All of the counties on the Forest are in National Ambient Air Quality Standards attainment
areas as defined by the Clean Air Act. This means that air quality in these areas meets or is
cleaner than the national standard, and that there have been no exceedances or violations
of the standards since monitoring began about 1980.
In Utah, emissions for criteria air pollutants—carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide,
ozone, particulate matter, and sulfur dioxide—either stayed the same or continued to
improve in 2015. Monitoring shows an overall reduction in air pollution in Utah.
In addition to air quality standards, the Clean Air Act requires States to develop longterm strategies to improve visibility in Class I areas—special areas of natural wonder
and scenic beauty where air quality should have special protection. Nearby Class I areas
include Arches and Canyonlands National Parks. The most recent 5-year average indicates
that visibility at Utah’s Class I areas is improving on both the 20 percent worst and 20
percent best days, and has already achieved better visibility improvement than progress
projections for 2018.

Soils
Soils on the Forest vary considerably depending on geology, climate, and topography.
On the La Sal Division, soils can range from loamy sand to clay, and depths are generally
shallow to moderately deep. Stony or cobbly soils are common on most of the steep
mountain slopes. These soils are moderately productive due to short growing seasons,
cold temperatures at the high elevations, and limited moisture at the low elevations.
Productivity is limited by short growing seasons due to cold temperatures at the high
elevations and limited moisture at the lower elevations. The Manti Division is well-known
for landslides, debris avalanches, and mudflows. Soils in this area range from very fine
sandy loam to silty clay and loam.
Erosion and flooding have shaped much of the Forest. Historic catastrophic flooding
occurred throughout the late 1880s and early to mid-1900s depositing material on the
valley floors. Soil-erosion mitigation—reseeding, reduction in livestock grazing, and
implementation of best range management practices— has been ongoing since the
1950s. In recent years, the Forest has focused soil restoration on prescribed burning,
invasive plant control, and watershed improvement projects. Climate change is expected
to primarily impact mid-elevation forests where winter moisture comes as rain rather than
snow and less snow can mean longer periods of dry soil. When soils are warm, there is
more loss of soil carbon.

Carbon Storage
Forest land absorbs and stores carbon from the atmosphere and in doing so, significantly
helps to manage the levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide. The Manti-La Sal National
Forest is currently acting as a carbon sink, which means it’s storing more carbon that it’s
discharging. The Forest’s greatest emissions of carbon have occurred during bark beetle
epidemics and large-scale stand-replacing fires, when large amounts of vegetation are
removed.
“A nation that destroys its soils destroys itself”.
– Franklin D. Roosevelt

At-risk Species
At-risk species are all federally threatened, endangered, proposed and candidate species
found on the Forest, as well as all species of conservation concern (SCC) identified by the
Regional Forester.
The Forest’s review process has been completed for the non-plant SCC species. There are 11
SCC and five federally listed non-plant species considered to be at-risk on the Forest. The
Forest’s review process for plant species is still underway. Currently, 16 potential SCC and
one federally threatened species have been identified as Forest plant at-risk species.

“Plans to protect air and water, wilderness and wildlife
are in fact plans to protect man.”
– Stewart Udall

Status

Common Name

Status

Non-Plant Species

Common Name
Plant Species

Federally Endangered

Southwestern Willow Flycatcher

Federally Threatened

Heliotrope Milkvetch

Federally Threatened

Mexican Spotted Owl

SCC Proposed

Geyer’s Onion

Federally Threatened

Yellow-billed Cuckoo

SCC Proposed

Link Trail Columbine

Federally Threatened

Canadian Lynx

SCC Proposed

Isley’s Milkvetch

Federally Threatened

Greenback Cutthroat Trout

SCC Proposed

Pinnate Spring-parsley

SCC

Black Rosy-finch

SCC Proposed

Kachina Daisy

SCC

Greater Sage-grouse

SCC Proposed

La Sal Daisy

SCC

Bluehead Sucker

SCC Proposed

Canyon Sweetvetch

SCC

Bonneville Cutthroat Trout

SCC Proposed

Navajo Beardtongue

SCC

Colorado Cutthroat Trout

SCC Proposed

Arizona Willow

SCC

Southern Leatherside

SCC Proposed

La Sal Mountains’ Groundsel

SCC

Boreal Toad

SCC Proposed

Baker’s Oreoxis

SCC

Fringed Myotis

SCC Proposed

Eastwood’s Podistera

SCC

Townsend’s Big-eared Bat

SCC Proposed

Creutzfield’s Catseye

SCC

American Pika

SCC Proposed

Indian Canyon Fleabane

SCC

Utah Sallfly

SCC Proposed

Musinea Ragwort

SCC Proposed

Tidestrom’s Beardtongue

Assessing Social and Economic Sustainability and Multiple Uses
Learning from the Past, Living in the Present, Looking into the Future
The Forest’s area of influence includes 10 counties: six in central Utah—Carbon, Emery,
Juab, Sanpete, Sevier, and Utah counties; two counties in southeastern Utah—Grand and
San Juan counties; and two counties in southwestern Colorado—Mesa and Montrose
counties. These 10 counties are considered the Forest’s area of influence because people in
these counties are impacted both socially and economically by how the Forest is managed.

Social and Economic Conditions,
Benefits, and Contributions
Multiple uses—livestock grazing, water, timber, and wildlife and fish—are among the
benefits that people obtain from national forests. Livestock grazing has been an important
part of the local economy and culture on the Forest for more than a century. Clean water
provided by the Forest is essential for agricultural producers, and municipalities and
households rely on the Forest for clean drinking water. Softwood sawtimber, poles and
posts, fuel wood, and a variety of special forest products are harvested from the Forest.
Wildlife and fish habitat protection also contributes to social and economic well-being.
Visitors to the Forest are a source of economic activity in communities near the Forest.
Those coming to our to public lands benefit from free or low-cost recreation opportunities,
and outdoor recreation opportunities on the Forest contribute to visitors’ quality of life.
In addition, Forest Service employees spend their income on housing, food, and a variety
of other local goods and services. The Forest’s non-salary and operational expenditures
generate economic activity in businesses that supply goods and services to support Forest
Service programs. Moreover, approximately $280 million worth of coal is removed from the
Forest each year, and natural gas production from the Forest is worth approximately $1.4
million annually.
From 2000 to 2010, the 10-county area saw significant population growth, especially in
the more metropolitan Utah County. On the east side of the Forest, growth was led by
the two Colorado counties, Mesa and Montrose, which expanded at twice the national
rate. The Manti Division is currently at or near full-employment and the La Sal Division
counties have had higher unemployment rates than those in Colorado and northern Utah
throughout most of 2000 to 2015. San Juan County, Utah, which has the most minority
residents and the highest poverty rate among all 10 counties in the planning area, has also
experienced very high unemployment.

Recreation and Scenery
The Manti-La Sal National Forest is the visual backdrop to most of Arches and Canyonlands
National Parks and Natural Bridges National Monument as well as the surrounding Bureau of
Land Management land. Viewing natural features ranked 1st or 2nd when we asked visitors
to select activities they engaged in on the Forest. Viewing wildlife and driving for pleasure
consistently rank as two of the top five activities on the Forest.. The high percentage of
people visiting the Forest for scenery shows the importance of evaluating and maintaining
Forest landscapes to meet these expectations.
Most developed recreation sites on the Forest are campgrounds, picnic areas, trailheads,
cabins, interpretive sites, and fishing and boating sites that are along main roads or near
lakes and reservoirs. While there are a wide variety of developed recreation opportunities
offered across the Forest, these sites are aging. Flat or declining budgets and insufficient
fee collections have constrained our ability to complete annual and deferred maintenance.
Moreover, facilities on the Forest only marginally comply with accessibility standards.
Most visitors come to the Forest to enjoy dispersed recreation activities, and many choose
to camp in dispersed areas. Most dispersed campsites were established after many years of
use, and they are in areas that are easily accessible from Forest roads. About 3,000 dispersed
campsites have been inventoried across the Forest. Areas that get a lot of use are expanding,
with resulting bare soil and vegetation loss. Increasing population growth and demand for
recreation opportunities will lead to more crowding and potential conflict among Forest
users.
Since adoption of the 1986 Forest Plan, recreation activities on the Forest have changed,
especially motorized recreation activities. The use and availability of off-highway vehicles
and over-snow vehicles, coupled with increased power and advanced technology provides
visitors with greater ability to get to places on the Forest than had previously been possible.
There has also been a tremendous increase in the amount of mountain biking on the Forest,
particularly in the La Sal Mountains and greater Moab area. Bouldering and rock climbing
have emerged as unique activities tied to specific geographic locations on the Forest. As the
public ages, but at the same time remains active, there is more interest and need to provide
adequate accommodations for many forms of recreation activities.

“Outdoor recreation ranks today as one of the major
resources or utilities of the National Forests, not because of
anything the government has done to facilitate or increase
this form of use, but because of the demonstrated belief of
several millions of people that Forests offer a broad and
varied field of recreational opportunity”.
—USDA Forest Service, Report of the Forester, 1922

Transportation,
Corridors, and Facilities

Minerals and Energy
Most mineral exploration on the Forest is for coal, oil, and natural gas. New oil and gas
leasing on the Forest has been suspended because current management direction doesn’t
adequately address existing concerns, but there’s high potential for future development
of oil and gas resources. Coal exploration on the on the northern portion of the Forest is
primarily associated with known coal reserves that are on or close to existing coal leases.
Lesser exploration occurs for gypsum and uranium (locatable minerals). There are no
developed renewable energy resources (wind, hydropower, solar, biomass, geothermal
resources) on the Forest, therefore, there are no renewable energy corridors. There is low
potential for future renewable energy development on the Forest. However, there are
three non-renewable energy corridors for natural gas pipelines and electric powerlines.
Although there are no economically recoverable phosphate, sodium, potassium, sulphur,
Gilsonite, or hardrock mineral deposits on the Wasatch Plateau, there is a high potential
for development of potash deposits on the southern end of the La Sal Division. There are
numerous deposits of salable minerals (sand, gravel, and stone) on both developed and
undeveloped sites on the Forest. However, no special use or free use permits have been
issued for these salable minerals. Many abandoned mine sites are located in both the
Abajo and La Sal Mountains. These sites are mostly underground mines and prospects
exploring uranium/vanadium deposits. Many uranium mines and prospect adits are open
and accessible and may be dangerous. Residual radioactivity associated with abandoned
ore stockpiles and mine waste rock dumps also pose a health risk.

The Forest manages about 2,300 miles of roads as part of its transportation system. There
are 30 road bridges on the Forest constructed mainly of timber, and almost half of them
have not been improved in the past 20 years. We expect the Forest transportation system
will begin to deteriorate at a faster pace than previously because road-maintenance
funding has been decreasing for 10 years, while recreation uses of the road system have
increased.
A Travel Analysis Process for the Forest was completed in 2015. Here is what we learned:
•
•
•
•

There isn’t enough funding to maintain the transportation system to standard.
Some roads are causing adverse impacts to soil productivity, water quality, wildlife
habitat, and cultural resources.
Resources are being damaged by motor vehicle travel that is happening off Forest
system roads.
There are many roads that aren’t needed or that are a greater risk to the environment
than they are a benefit to people for access.

On the Forest, there are about 277 miles of public utilities—power lines, gas lines, canals
and ditches, water pipelines, and telecommunication services. In addition, there are
about 44 privately-owned facilities, about 176 recreation facilities, and 27 administrative
facilities. Finally, there are many rangeland improvements, like fences, corrals, and water
troughs. We expect that facility maintenance budgets will continue to decrease, so it’s
likely that Forest administrative facilities will continue to deteriorate.

Areas of
Tribal Importance
The Forest has some of the most important ancient American Indian cultural resources and
landscapes in the Four Corners Region (Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, and Utah). These
include ancient and modern sites, landscapes, and natural resources. The most notable
concentration of these resources is in the South Cottonwood Basin in San Juan County.
Specific locations, landscape features, and plant communities are part of larger landscapes
of sacred geography that are inter-related and linked to tribal stories and history. The Navajo
Nation has formally identified the Bears Ears, Elk Ridge, and the Abajo Mountains as Traditional
Cultural Properties—areas associated with ceremonies and plant medicines. These areas are
also important to the Ute, Hopi, and Zuni peoples. The Ute consider the La Sal Mountains, near
Moab, as sacred and have a long history of using these mountains for summertime camps,
worship, and refuge. Allen, South Cottonwood, Dry, and Hammond Canyons on the Monticello
Ranger District are central to the history of the White Mesa Utes.
Trend data indicate that areas of tribal importance are under greater threat than at any time
in the past 30 years. Principal among these threats is a significant increase in the number of
visitors, with an associated increase in looting, vandalism, and wear on sensitive sites. The
impacts of climate change, including drought and higher temperatures, have increased the
threat of catastrophic wildfire near areas of tribal importance, a trend that is likely to worsen
during the next 30 years.

“To catch wisdom you must have a
spiderweb of learning.”
Mancos George, Ute Indian

Cultural and
Historical Resources
There are 4,832 documented cultural resources on the Forest, with the majority (66
percent) located on the Monticello Ranger District. Ancient American-site types include
villages, small residential sites, agricultural features, ceramic kilns, isolated storage sites,
rock art, rock shelters, stone observation rooms, and artifact scatters. Together these
sites form a significant source of traditional and archaeological knowledge about ancient
American Indian history. More recent sites include sawmills, mines, livestock camps and
cabins, Civilian Conservation Corps camps, culinary water systems, trans-basin canal
systems, hogans and wickiups, and artifact scatters. These historic period sites reflect the
strong connection between the Forest and local communities and families.
Natural weathering erosion, wildfire, looting and vandalism, and mid-1900s era
vegetation treatment projects have impacted the condition of cultural sites. The trend
toward more visitors and larger and more intense wildfires will continue to affect the
condition of sites on the Forest. Positive trends toward site protection have occurred since
the first Forest Plan was completed in 1986. There has been more local involvement in
identifying and evaluating the value of sites, and in managing them for the benefit of
tribes and communities.

Land Ownership
There are three main types of land transactions on National Forest System lands:
acquisition (purchases and donations), conveyance (sales), and land exchanges. From
2009 to 2012, there were about 20 acres sold, 14 acres purchased or donated, and 6 acres
exchanged on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. There have been 45 withdrawals on the
Forest for recreation sites, administrative sites, experimental Forest sites, archaeological
areas, power withdrawals, designated Wilderness areas, research natural areas, and
reclamation. There are about 277 miles of public utilities and 22 miles of road-use permits
on the Forest. Major highways that pass through the Forest include State Highways 29 and
31 and Country Roads 74 and B101.

“That land is a community is the basic concept of
ecology, but that land is to be loved and respected is an
extension of ethics. That land yields a cultural harvest
is a fact long known, but latterly often forgotten”.
—Aldo Leopold, A Sand County Almanac, 1949

Wilderness and
Other Designated Areas
The Dark Canyon Wilderness, with its untrammeled and undeveloped character, is the
only designated Wilderness area on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. Six trailheads and
approximately 56 miles of Forest system trails provide access to the area. Current use levels
within the Wilderness have remained stable and relatively low (1,000 visitors per year)
when compared to similar public lands in the area. As of 2016, there were six authorized
Recreation Special Use Permits for outfitter and guides to operate within the Wilderness.
On December 28, 2016, President Obama designated 1.35 million acres as the Bears Ears
National Monument. Approximately 289,000 acres of the monument are on the Forest.
The Bureau of Land Management and the Forest Service will prepare a management plan
for the monument, and a Bears Ears Tribal Commission and an Advisory Committee will be
involved in management of the monument.
The Forest has 40 inventoried roadless areas, totaling about 645,000 acres, which are
managed under the 2001 Roadless Rule to protect their roadless characteristics and to
limit road construction and commercial logging. Overall, the inventoried roadless areas
truck traffic related to energy production, timber sale operations, and commuter traffic
have maintained their character, and they remain in relatively pristine condition; however,
to the coal mines and Huntington Power Plant is expected to increase by about 1 percent
they do contain minor developments, such as range improvements and motorized trails
annually.
and past vegetation treatments.
Special Interest Areas on the Forest include the Great Basin Experimental Range (4,608
There are two National Recreation Trails on the Forest. The Left Fork of Huntington National
acres), Grove of Aspen Giants (10 acres), Pinhook Battleground (1 acre), and Mont E.
Recreation Trail is 5.8 miles long. The Fish Creek National Recreation Trail is 10.0 miles long.
Lewis Botanical Area (80 acres). As part of the Forest Plan Revision, potential new Special
Interest Areas may be identified and evaluated.
The Forest has designated Nelson Mountain, Mount Peale, Cliff Dweller’s Pasture, Mill
Creek Gorge, and Hideout Mesa as Research Natural Areas. As part of the Forest Plan
Revision, potential new Research Natural Areas will be identified and evaluated. Sinbad
Ridge, for example, has been proposed by The Nature Conservancy as a Research Natural
“If future generations are to remember us with gratitude rather
than contempt, we must leave them more than the miracles of
Area.
The Forest hosts a portion of one nationally designated Scenic Byway; the Huntington and
Eccles Canyons National Scenic Byway, which follows Utah State Highways 31, 264, and
96 for 85 miles across the Wasatch Plateau. This Scenic Byway features three entry kiosks
and 14 interpretive stops of which 10 are on the Forest. Use of the Byway by commercial

technology. We must leave them a glimpse of the world as it was
in the beginning, not just after we got through with it”.
—Lyndon B. Johnson,
Thirty-sixth US President
(1963–69), 1908-73), when signing the Wilderness Act of 1964

Concurrent

Evaluations
There are four analyses—Species of Conservation Concern, Wilderness planning, Coal
Evaluation, and Wild and Scenic River evaluation—that we’re working on along with the
Forest Plan Revision.
The Species of Conservation Concern review has multiple, iterative steps. In early 2016,
the Regional Office conducted a preliminary analysis of potential Species of Conservation
Concern and sent the Forest 53 plant and 26 non-plant species to consider. We completed
our initial review in May 2016, and submitted our draft findings to the Regional Office in
June 2016. The Regional Office has concurred with the Forest recommended non-plant
species. Potential plant species are still being reviewed due to additional information
requests and additional identified species submitted by the public for review. Once we
submit our final species recommendations to the Regional Office, the Regional Forester
will determine which species will be on the Forest’s Species of Conservation Concern list.

The Forest is completing the inventory step of Wilderness planning. During this step, we
considered two criteria: size and improvements. From November 2016 to March 2017,
we reviewed and incorporated comments from the November 2016 workshops, and we
completed worksheets to further identify improvements that are substantially noticeable.
We released a draft inventory map online in April 2017, and will share the final map inperson during the summer 2017 public meetings. After releasing the final inventory map,
we’ll begin the evaluation step.
The Forest has completed Step 1 of the Coal Evaluation, and we developed a map showing
the areas identified for further review. During Step 2, we’ll review unsuitability criteria
and the natural resources that meet that criteria. During Step 3, we’ll identify additional
natural resources that could be impacted by coal development. The results of Steps 2
and 3 will be shared with you and our Cooperating Agencies during public meetings in
the summer of 2017. With your help, we’ll then begin Step 4, developing guidelines for
protection of non-mineral resources and coal exploration activities. These guidelines will
be part of the Revised Forest Plan.
In 2008, the Forest conducted a Wild and Scenic Rivers eligibility study and signed a
decision determining that there were no river segments suitable for designation. However,
since the completion of 2008 analysis, the Forest Service has developed new criteria for
evaluating Wild and Scenic Rivers. We have identified eight stream segments to move
forward with in the evaluation process. These will be shared with you during the summer
of 2017.

Moving Forward

Plan Development
As a learning organization, we will practice adaptive
management and, along with you, adjust our plans to ensure that
they meet the desired social, economic, and ecological conditions
on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.

The Forest is in the first phase of a multi-year planning process to revise the 1986 Forest
Plan. Planning for a national forest is an iterative process that includes an assessment
of current conditions and trends, plan development, and monitoring, with an emphasis
throughout the planning process on continued public engagement.
During the next phase—plan development—the assessment information will be used
along with input from the public, Cooperating Agencies, and tribes to revise the Forest
Plan. Throughout plan revision, we will continue to host meetings and workshops to
inform and engage the public. Comments received throughout the planning process
will be reviewed and considered. Our Forest specialists will also continue to work with
Cooperating Agency counterparts during plan revision to gather information and feedback.
We on the Manti-La Sal National Forest are excited to continue to work and to grow
relationships with the many people and organizations that are contributing to the Forest
Plan Revision process. Together with individuals and state, local, and tribal governments,
we will adapt to changing conditions on our unique landscape and continue to provide
strategic guidance for the multiple uses of the land that many of us call home.

Our Team
Core Team

Mark Pentecost, Forest Supervisor
Tami Conner, Plan Revision Team Leader
Tiffany Cummins, Wildlife Biologist, Planning Team
Alex Gonzales, GIS specialist, Planning Team
Mat Meccariello, Ecosystem Staff Officer
Duane Resare, Public Services Staff Officer
Mike Diem, District Ranger
Kyle Beagley, District Ranger
Darren Olsen, District Ranger

Extended Team

Cathy Christensen, Engineering
Charmaine Thompson, Archaeology
Don Irwin, Archaeology
Mike Scottorn, Silviculture
Pat Murphy, Silviculture
Karlton Moss, Range
Tina Marian, Range
Kim Anderson, Ecologist
Jeff Salow, Minerals
Russ Bigelow, Fire and Fuels
Bill Broadbear, Recreation
Brian Murdock, Recreation
Kevin Albrecht, Wildlife
Jeff Jewkes, Wildlife
Barb Smith, Wildlife

External Specialists

Madelyn Dillon, Writer
Scott Williams, Air
Tricia Burgoyne, Soils
Jeni Fryxell, Hydrology
Max Smith, Riparian
Kate Dwire, Groundwater Dependent Ecosystems
Delilah Jaworski, Social Economist

Short-term Specialists

Megan Eno, Partnership Coordinator
Gina Bonamino, Partnership Coordinator
Andrew Orlemann, Environmental Coordinator
Erin Brown, Environmental Coordinator

Who to Contact

Forest Plan Revision Team
mlnfplanrevision@fs.fed.us
435.636.3508
Forest Plan Revison
https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning

